Abstract. Let p. be a fixed positive unit Borel measure with infinite support in the unit disk. A carrier of I~ is any Borel subset B of the support for which /~(B)= 1, and another such measure v is carrier-related to i.t when it has the same carriers as tz. Let p,,(z, v) be the monic orthogonal polynomial of degree n for u. We describe the possible asymptotics for the sequences {(~IP,,(-', v)I 2 du)t/2"},,~-i which are associated to the set of measures carrierrelated to tz.
It is known that the limit point set of {(N,(/Z))~/n},~ is necessarily some closed interval subset of a certain maximal interval determined by the carriers. In this paper we make crucial use of a new and fundamental potential theoretic result of Ancona in conjunction with a technical lemma of Ullman to prove a theorem that will indicate in consequence that no further information about this limit point set can be obtained from measurements made on the carriers alone. The extension from measures having bounded linear support to those having bounded complex support is made possible by an application of a space-filling Curve.
Definitions and Statement of the Theorem
Let/z be a positive unit Borel measure on A. The support of~z, denoted S(~), is the smallest closed set having unit/z-measure, and a Borel subset of the support having unit /z-measure is called a carrier. When S(/z) is an infinite set, such a measure/Z is called a weight measure.
The capacity of a bounded Borel set B is taken as its inner logarithmic capacity, i.e., C(B) = SUpK=a C(K), where K runs through all compact subsets of B, and C(K) is the capacity of K as derived from the logarithmic potential function
The following are properties of capacity [6] :
for Borel sets B~ and B2,
(iii) If K, is compact, and K, c K,+~ c A (n = 1, 2,...), then Throughout this paper,/Z will denote a given weight measure with support in A. A second weight measure v is carrier-related to ~z if it has the same carriers as/Z. Associated with the set of measures carrier-related to tz are two numbers,
C = inf C(B), where the infimum is taken over all carriers, and (~ = C(S(t.t)).
We say that/Z is a determined measure when _C = C, and that/Z is undetermined otherwise. To see the existence of an undetermined measure let {r,},_> ~ be a dense subset of A and define a weight measure p by p({r,})=2-", n = 1, 2,.... Then We now state the theorem which we will prove in the next section. 
S(p)
=
Theorem. Given a weight measure/Z with support in

Proof of the Theorem
The property of being carrier-related is equivalent to that of being mutually absolutely continuous [7] , and hence it will suffice to construct a positive almost everywhere (/~) Borel measurable function to(z) so that dr= to(z)dlz has the requisite property. We will state four lemmas. Lemma 1 is due to Ancona, Lemma 2 is due to Ullman, and Lemma 3 is due to Szeg5 and Tonelli. Proofs of Lemmas 2 and 4 appear in the last section.
Let K be a compact subset of C having positive capacity and let ~ be the unbounded component of the complement of K in C. Let IzK denote the equilibrium measure for K [5, p. 55] . The equilibrium potential U(z, izr) is harmonic for z ~ ~, and when it is continuous on C we say that K is regular. Lemma 
[1], [2]. Let B be a Borel subset of C with C ( B ) > O, and let e > O. Then B has a regular compact subset ~f with C ( ~f) > C ( B )-e.
Lemma 2 [7] . (z)12 r,,,,,..(z) d~, >-(a:,,,,.,)-'(llP,(z)[[~,,) Since B~ is a carrier we may assume As,p,, c B~. Let a~,p be an integer such that n >-a~,.p implies that 1-< (a~.p.,)~/"-< 1 +ep, and let ap be an integer greater than max{a~,p, as,p, ap_~} (p= 1,2,... ; ao=0). The construction is as follows. 
Let i.t be a weight measure with support S(i z) in A. Let B be a Borel subset of S(Iz ), and let ~ be a regular compact subset of S(Iz ). Assume that Iz(B c~ N~(z)) > 0 for each z E ~ and all e > O. Let n be a positive integer. Then: (i) There is a nonnegative Borel measurable function ~-~(z), called a transfer function, with the properties that ~ "r,(z) dtz = n-" and
(i) lf K contains at least n points, there is a unique monic Chebychev polynomial T.(z, K) of degree n satisfying
[] T~(z, K)[]K = M.(K). (ii) If K is infinite, then lim .... (M.(K)) ~/" = C(K). (iii) ForzcA,[T.(z,K)[-<2 ".
gp(z) = Xro.p(z)(Iz(K~.p))-'((a/2)E*p -' -(a/2)2sp), where XK..(Z)
is the characteristic function of the set K~.p, and let
to(z)=c ~ (crq(z)+rs..,,,(z)+ ~. r~.q..(z)), q>-I tq<n<~tq §
where c is chosen so that S ~o(z) d/z = I.
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We must demonstrate four inequalities:
~(N.(v)) ~/" >-a, (iii) lim supp.~ (N,~(v))~/~, <-a, (iv) lim infp.~(N,~(v)) ~/'~ >-ft.
In demonstrating inequalities (ii) and (iv) we use the fact that 11 P. ]n,.(z, z,)lzr~.p.,~(z) dp.
~.p, Ip c(a~.~+)-'(llPo(z, ~,)[Ex~.,) 2 c(1 + e.)-'P( C ( K~..) -e.)". .
"r~,.,,(z)) du.
The remaining cases when a is zero are handled similarly. There is no need for transfer functions for a carrier of zero capacity; however, infinite sets are required for the use of Chebychev polynomials. Suppose Bo is a carrier of zero capacity. Since a carrier Bo is an infinite set, and we may take Bo= I,_Jp~ Ko.p where Ko.e is compact, ~(Ko,p) > 0, and Ko.p c Ko.p+~ (p = 1, 2,...), we may then assume the existence of a convergent sequence limp_~ zp=z t where zp~ Ko.e-Ko.p_~ (p=2,3,...). Since C({z~))=0, assume zl~Bo so (Zp}p>, is an infinite compact subset of B0. Hence we may assume further that Ko, p itself is an infinite set (p = l, 2,...). 
<-C(}~.j~ P(K~.x)~ f( O~(x)),
and By continuity, lim~o C(f(D~(x)))=0. Hence, for given e >0, there exists 5 > 0 such that C(x)-e <-C(x-5) <-C(x+ 5) <-C(x)+ e, so C(x) is continuous.
